
Compton Polarimeter Layout and Detectors
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Detect both backscattered photon and scattered electrons
à Electrons: position sensitive detectors in horizontal direction (PL only)
à Photons: position sensitive detector (x) for PT measurement

calorimeter à PL



Position Sensitive Detectors
Position sensitive detectors required both for scattered electron and backscattered photon
Electrons:
Need to capture asymmetry endpoint and zero-crossing with at least 30 bins
à Lowest energy (5 GeV) drives segmentation: 400 µm
à Highest energy drives size: 6 cm

Photons:
à Need sufficient resolution to fit transverse asymmetry spectrum: ~500 µm
à Size driven by backscattered photon cone: ~ 5 cm

Need to measure polarization bunch-by-bunch: <10 ns response times
Radiation hard: avg. of 1 event per bunch crossing at 100 MHz

Considering diamond strips or Si for both detectors (the photon detector would need a 
preshower)

5GeV at electron 
detector location

5GeV at photon 
detector location

5GeV at photon detector 
location transverse



Photon Calorimeter
trigger is, of course, the signal from the photon de-
tector. This is split by a 4:1 passive splitter; the ma-
jority of the signal is sent directly to the FADC, and
the rest is attenuated, sent through a Timing Filter
Amplifier (TFA) for shaping, and then to a dis-
criminator with a very low threshold. A prescaled
sample of the pulses which fire the discriminator are
sent to the latching scaler. Use of a passive splitter
for the photon signal going into the FADC is im-
portant, to avoid introducing a rate-dependent gain
shift. For example, a significant (2.5 mV) gain shift
effect was seen in the TFA when going between trig-
ger rates with the cavity locked compared to with
the cavity unlocked with a 100 µA electron beam.
A schematic of the DAQ is shown in Fig. 7.
A remotely programmable (nominally 1 kHz)

square pulse, either in coincidence with an LED
pulser, or alone for looking at samples uncorrelated
to pulses, can also be used as a trigger. The pho-
ton DAQ can also be triggered on the Compton
electron detector signal, allowing analysis of elec-
tron/photon coincidences.
The standard triggered-running mode reads

Compton photon detector triggers for three helic-
ity windows, and then reads out random samples
every fourth helicity window. The random samples
are chosen in the readout code by stepping through
the length of the helicity window. These random
samples are used for background and pileup analy-
sis.
A Compton photon energy spectrum, measured

using the summed triggered mode of the DAQ, is
shown in Fig. 8, where the horizontal axis is ADC
response due to energy deposited in the GSO in
summed raw-ADC units (raus). A plot of the mea-
sured Compton asymmetry as a function of ADC
response is shown in Fig. 9. These triggered spec-
tra have been fit using the shapes predicted by the
GEANT4 Monte Carlo (MC) used to calculate Ath.
This MC includes information about the electron
and photon beam energies; the detector and col-
limator position relative to the photon beam, as
discussed in Sec. 4.2; the detector linearity, as dis-
cussed in Sec. 4.3; pileup effects; and smearing ef-
fects due to photoelectron statistics and light col-
lection in the detector.

6. Integrating-Data Analysis

Extracting an electron beam polarization from
accumulator data requires making cuts to the data
based on parameters such as electron beam current
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Figure 8: A measured Compton photon energy
spectrum. The triggered data is fit to GEANT4
MC data with only two free parameters: a hori-
zontal scale factor and a vertical scale factor. A
smearing factor which accounts for PMT and DAQ
resolution, as well as GSO light collection, is also
included. The fit is good enough that the data and
MC fit are indistinguishable, except at low pho-
ton energies, where the triggered-data background-
subtraction (which is done absolutely by taking
beam current and trigger rates into account) is in-
correct due to a rate-dependent gain shift of the
TFA, which causes a trigger-discriminator thresh-
old shift.
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Figure 9: The measured Compton asymmetry plot-
ted against ADC response due to energy deposited
in the GSO. The triggered data is compared to
GEANT4 MC data with no adjustable parameters.
(The horizontal scale is taken from the fit from Fig.
8 and the vertical scale is set by the measured Pe

and Pγ .)
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Photon detector will likely be used in 
“event mode” to measure the differential 
asymmetry spectrum
à Backgrounds likely too large to use 

integrating method
à Differential method sensitive to 

precise knowledge of detector 
threshold à good resolution important

à Need to detect photons over the range 
~0 to 7 GeV

Like position detectors, need radiation 
hard detector à order 10 MRad/year just 
from Compton photons

Also need <10 ns time response (bunch-
by-bunch measurement)  

Lead-tungstate? à 4 x 4 cm, 20 cm long
5GeV at photon detector 
location longitudinal



Hadron Polarimeter

Hadron polarimeter will need ~ 1 meter of the incoming hadron beamline for 
the target station and detector readout.


